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Abstract: Although it is a well-researched topic, the complexity, time for process stabilization, and
economic factors related to anaerobic digestion call for simulation of the process oﬄine with the
help of computer models. Nature-inspired techniques are a recently developed branch of artificial
intelligence wherein knowledge is transferred from natural systems to engineered systems. For soft
computing applications, nature-inspired techniques have several advantages, including scope for
parallel computing, dynamic behavior, and self-organization. This paper presents a comprehensive
review of such techniques and their application in anaerobic digestion modeling. We compiled and
synthetized the literature on the applications of nature-inspired techniques applied to anaerobic
digestion. These techniques provide a balance between diversity and speed of arrival at the optimal
solution, which has stimulated their use in anaerobic digestion modeling.
Keywords: anaerobic digestion; nature-inspired techniques; artificial neural network; genetic
algorithm; particle swarm optimization; firefly algorithm; ant colony optimization
1. Introduction
With the onset of urbanization, waste management has become a global crisis. Keeping in mind
the growing energy requirement, the need of the hour is to concentrate on low-carbon technologies that
do not exacerbate the global warming problem. Anaerobic digestion (AD) is one such process, which
not only reduces waste but also produces energy in the form of biogas. Biogas is a mixture of methane,
carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen, ammonia, and some trace elements. The presence of
greenhouse gases in the mixture makes it a dangerous air pollutant if left untapped [1]. However,
the aim of using this technology for waste treatment is to put the energy content of biogas, methane,
into uses such as combined heat and power (CHP), vehicle fuel, boilers, kitchen stoves, or injection
into the natural gas grid. The various applications of biogas require different quality specifications.
For use in CHP and boilers, very little purification of biogas is necessary, as these uses can accept
hydrogen sulfide. In Europe—Germany for example—hydrogen sulfide is normally removed from
biogas because of its corrosive properties, in most cases by adsorption on activated carbon. However,
for use as natural gas and vehicle fuel, the methane content needs to be highly enriched, even to as high
as 90% [2]. Water vapor (humidity) and carbon dioxide also need to be removed for such applications.
There are several sources of feedstock for such processes, such as sludge from municipal and
industrial wastewater treatment, agricultural, solid wastes, fruit and vegetable wastes, etc. Choosing
the right substrate is an important aspect of the process. Extensive research is available in the literature
correlating the substrate to amount of biogas produced, and also investigating co-digestion of various
substrates to enhance biogas production [3–7]. Carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio of the feedstock is an
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indicator of methane content. Experiments conducted by Gómez et al. [8] proved that a C/N ratio of
20–30 is ideal for anaerobic digestion. Municipal sewage sludge has a low nitrogen content, and thus
has a higher C/N ratio of 40–70 [9], which makes it a good source for biogas generation.
Sludge disposal accounts for 50% of the operating cost of municipal wastewater treatment
plants [10]. Thus, anaerobic digestion is a means to optimize the economic and environment footprint
of such treatment plants. However, the high moisture content in the sludge leads to lower methane
yield [11], which calls for co-digestion with organic wastes with highly degradable carbon content.
Anaerobic digestion being a very sensitive process, long-term use of a single substrate can also lead to
nutrient deficiency. Hence, for better efficiency of the AD process, single-substrate simulation models
should include various substrates as feedstocks to analyze the biomethane potential and optimize
the process.
Anaerobic reactors are designed with reference to stable operating conditions, which are seldom
met. In fact, the process is subject to wide fluctuations in both flow and load, leading to performance
drop and lessening of biogas quality. Thus, it is economically very difficult to optimize the biomethane
yield under fluctuating load in the field. Modeling of the process is an advisable solution as it allows
monitoring, control, and prediction of the system behavior even in transient conditions. The objective
of this paper was to evaluate various modeling techniques for anaerobic digestion.
2. Anaerobic Digestion Modeling
There are several mechanistic mathematical models for modeling anaerobic digestion [12–15].
The main advantage of using these models is that they help to gain and explicit understanding of
the process dynamics. Anaerobic digestion Model 1 (ADM1), developed by Batstone et al. [16], is
one of the most widely used mathematical models for anaerobic digestion. The ADM1 includes a
disintegration of the substrate, the four main stages of anaerobic degradation—hydrolysis, acidogenesis,
acetogenesis, and methanogenesis—as well as growth and decay of different biomass fractions.
Moreover, physicochemical reactions like acid–base equilibria and gas–liquid transfers are included.
In total, there are 29 processes, 37 fractions, and more than 100 parameters. For this reason, the
calibration of the model (parameters) constitutes a major difficulty, but there is already a wide range of
publications describing the successful application of ADM1 for the simulation of biogas plants with a
large number of different substrates and operating modes. Additionally, the ADM1 has been used for
forecasting and for optimization and flexible operation of biogas plants. A calibrated ADM1 model can
also be used to identify problems caused, for example, by inhibition effects or accumulation of organic
acids. Multiple steps involving biochemical and physicochemical processes in a completely stirred
tank reactor are involved in the model. However, a large amount of prior information is required for
modeling, which requires an extensive database. Due to the complexity of the anaerobic digestion
process and the involvement of biomass kinetics, it is not possible to always define a mathematical
equation driving a specific reaction. This calls for the use of artificial intelligence techniques. Black
box models/systems like neural networks are pure mathematical models without any information
about the underlying biological system and processes. The quality of the model depends on the quality
and accuracy of the underlying datasets that were used for the calibration/fitting “training” of the
model. There has to be a correlation between the input values and the corresponding output values.
It must be ensured that each input value that enters the biogas reactor at a time t is correlated with
the resulting output value that leaves the reactor at a time t + ∆t. This time shift ∆t (retention time)
is not easy to determine because it is affected by several factors (e.g., flows and mixing inside the
reactor). Additionally, the datasets and also the resulting model are based on the current conditions
(like composition of the used substrates, mixing and dosage of different substrates). Therefore, it
is problematic to use this model(s) for forecasting if the conditions are changing (e.g., new/other
substrates or different dosage of substrates). These techniques perform complex learning and cognition
that equal or exceed human expertise. There are several types of artificial intelligence techniques,
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such as artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, expert systems, etc., which show great advantages in
simulation, control, and prediction of the anaerobic process.
The other “nature-inspired techniques” were originally developed for very specific biological
systems/communities (such as natural selection/mutation, animal behavior in groups, behavior of
fireflies, ant colonies) which have barely any connection with biogas production and the underlying
biological processes. Therefore, from a scientific point of view, the question arises as to whether it is
appropriate to use these models for the simulation of biogas plants.
This paper focused on a recently developed branch of artificial intelligence known as
nature-inspired computing, and gives an insight into its applications and future prospects in the field
of anaerobic digestion.
3. Nature-Inspired Computing
Process modeling can be broadly divided into deterministic and stochastic models. Under each
umbrella, the models can be further divided into steady-state and dynamic modeling [17]. Most
conventional algorithms based on mathematical modeling are deterministic in nature and follow
set procedures which are less flexible. Some of the examples are hill climbing algorithms, gradient
based algorithms, linear programming, and dynamic programming, for which detailed descriptions
are available in Siddique and Adeli [18]. However, these algorithms are based on functions and
derivatives and work properly only when the problems are uniform or steady; they cannot handle
discontinuity. Stochastic or non-deterministic models have built-in randomness factors and do
not require differentiable objective functions, which allows the discovery of numerous solutions.
Several domains of the problem can be searched in parallel and these models are suitable for solving
real-world problems.
Nature-inspired computing (NIC) is a recently developed branch of artificial intelligence techniques.
Natural systems (living and non-living) have an innate ability to evolve, often in parallel and against
each other, in a dialectic way. The harmony, beauty, and vigor of life underlie this complexity of
evolution. Even without a central control, the processing of information happens in a distributed,
self-organized, and optimal way. Equilibrium is maintained in nature through optimal searching,
and this forms the basis of algorithm development for optimization problems in process engineering.
Algorithms are iterative procedures for providing calculations or guidelines in a step-wise manner
tailored for specific goals. Computational optimization aims to create algorithms to design, implement,
and test for solving optimization problems [19]. Optimization works on various levels, including
maximization of performance, efficiency, and profit, or minimization of energy and economics. If infinite
time were available, any problem could be solved, but that is not the case with real situations. When
time and resources are constrained, intelligent techniques are required. To address non-linear systems
like anaerobic digestion, computer simulation becomes an indispensable tool.
Stochastic optimization techniques, which form a groups of modern search algorithms wherein
the solution is searched for in an entire domain with little knowledge on the same, can be divided into
heuristic and metaheuristic techniques [20]. Heuristic methods find solution by trial and error. Due to
the complexity of real-world problems, it is very difficult to search for each and every possible solution.
Nevertheless, feasible, good quality solutions for problems need to be found. Heuristic methods have
the advantage of finding optimal solutions in a limited amount of time, but the main disadvantage is
that there is no assurance that the identified solution is the optimal one. Artificial neural networks and
support vector machines, detailed in the next section, can be classified as heuristic methods as they are
based on trial and error to minimize learning and prediction errors.
Metaheuristics is a second-generation optimization method and can be used for more complex
problems. Random and specific rules, mainly inspired by natural phenomena, help the search agents
in metaheuristics to explore the search domain. Metaheuristic algorithms are based on principles
of diversification and intensification or exploration and exploitation [21]. Diversification aims at
exploring the entire search space so as to create diverse solutions. Each of these solutions is defined by
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its respective local regions. Intensification focuses on local region search by exploiting information that
the region contains a good solution. The combination of the two principles maintains a good balance
between random and local searching, thus preventing the problems of premature convergence of local
minima and infinite time required to arrive at global optima.
Figure 1 shows the general classification of the main algorithms.
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Neighborhood-based algorithms are based on a random starting point and then move on to the
next plausible space and so on, thus forming a path towards the solution. Population-based algorithms
encompass a group of search agents which are designated to a search domain and information is
shared to find the optimal solution. Further population-based algorithms can be subdivided into
evolutionary and swarm-intelligence-based. Evolutionary algorithms are fundamentally based on
Darwin’s theory of evolution and survival of the fittest. Adaptation of this technique ensures the
preservation of functional advantage of the superior species (or solutions in terms of algorithms)
over inferior ones. Swarm intelligence utilizes the collective behavior of animal species such as birds,
ants, and bees, which is a result of indirect communication among the individuals of the species and
also self-organization [22]. The following sections detail some nature-inspired algorithms and their
importance in anaerobic digestion modeling.
3.1. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Artificial neural networks imitate the way the human brain processes information. By making their
own rules by learning from examples, these networks automatically search for the best relationships,
both linear and non-linear, between input and output [23]. ANN generally has three layers, namely
input, hidden, and output. Weights are assigned to input neurons and the weighted sums of these
inputs are transmitted to the hidden neurons. The weights are then transformed using an activation
function, such that the output of the hidden neurons becomes the input of the output neurons. The
algorithm proceeds by iterative steps of training, validation, and testing or prediction. During training,
inputs are applied to the networks, and output is calculated and compared to the required results with
mean square error through a number of epochs. For validation, a part of the input/output datasets not
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used for training is used. Once this learning is complete, ANN can be used for prediction. There are
several variations of ANN, such as feed-forward, backpropagation, recurrent, counter-propagation,
radial basis function, pulsed, and fuzzy-based [24–27] and, as it is a well-researched field, ANN has
applications in almost all engineering fields.
Data-mining algorithms, namely adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), support vector
machine (SVM), neural network (NN), and k-nearest neighbor were compared by Kusiak and Wei [28],
showing that ANFIS outperformed the rest for prediction of methane with least percentage error and
zero fractional bias, indicating high prediction accuracy and agreement between predicted and observed
values. Up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket process, which is very susceptible to load fluctuations,
was simulated using ANN to predict the organic content of the eﬄuent, giving good relationships
between dominant system dynamics and output [29]. Feed-forward backpropagation ANN was used
by Nair et al. [30] to investigate the effects of varying organic loading rate and substrates such as
vegetable waste, food waste, and yard trimmings on methane generation, and achieved a target of
60–70% methane from municipal solid waste. The study helped to find out the optimum parameters
for efficient methane production; correlation coefficients greater than 0.88 for training and validation
gave a good learning and generalization capacity of the model. The anaerobic fermentation process of
slurry from agricultural and animal waste was simulated using ANN for prediction of methane by
Dach et al. [31], wherein multilayer, radial basis, and regression network techniques were employed.
ANN was found to be appropriate for quantitative and qualitative prediction of methane, and several
structures were tried with varying input/hidden/output layers. Several other studies using ANN and
its variants for anaerobic digestion modeling can be found in the literature [32–39]. All of these studies
have shown that ANN is very suitable for non-linear multivariable systems. It is highly suitable for
black-box processes where it is very difficult to assess the impact of input parameters on the outputs.
Very large amounts of data are also required to calibrate ANN, and the technique does not handle
missing data well. Once the model is created, it works only on input data similar to the data used for
training, showing its lack of capacity for extrapolation. For problems requiring process explanation,
ANN is not suitable to explain the reasons for failure of algorithm convergence.
3.2. Simulated Annealing (SA)
Simulated annealing (SA) can be treated as a probabilistic algorithm that uses the idea of annealing
in metallurgical process, which is a method to increase the size of crystals and diminish flaws by
cycles of heating and controlled cooling with a minimum energy requirement. The internal energy
of the system corresponds to the objective function to be minimized [40]. As it is a trajectory- or
neighborhood-based technique, new solutions are based on random walks. At every step, the algorithm
studies some neighboring regions of the current search and probabilistically choose whether to move
to the new region or stay put. As optimization progresses, this step is repeated and the search radius is
reduced, resulting in solutions with more probability of being global optima.
Implementation of SA in Matlab toolbox was described by Gaida et al. [41], using the parameters
of ADM1. SA provides a good graphical user interface and can be used to optimize agricultural and
industrial biogas plants. Furthermore, SA has been used for some domains of anaerobic digestion
modeling, such as
- estimation of parameters for non-linear systems using SA and random search with comparison to
real world bioprocesses [42];
- upgrading of ADM1 to include phosphorous (P), sulfur (S), and iron (Fe) interactions, using a
hybrid between SA and the gradient method [43];
- simulation of anaerobic co-digestion with optimization of model parameters with SA [44].
From these studies, the simulated annealing technique has demonstrated good exploration ability
in the search domains but, as the search domain is scanned extensively, taking into account large
number of problem parameters, the convergence of local optima is time consuming.
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3.3. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithm, an evolutionary algorithm, simulates the biological process of natural selection
and evolution. The major components that make up the algorithm are fitness function, chromosome
population, chromosome selection, crossover, and mutation [45]. The primary population is generally
randomly selected. The term chromosome is used to depict each solution, which is a string of
parameters. Each such parameter or bit of chromosome is called a gene, which represents an element
of the solution. The fitness function or objective function defines the goodness of the chromosome [46].
Selection is the choice of a chromosome with a higher fitness value than the others. There are several
ways to do the selection process, such as roulette wheel, wherein divisions of the wheel are assigned to
chromosomes proportional to the fitness values, tournament selection, wherein set chromosomes are
compared with each other to find the best-performing individual, or ranking selection [47].
GA has been applied to various diverse fields of engineering, as it was introduced in the 1960–70s.
Due to extensive research in the field, hybrid GA involving other artificial intelligence techniques has
been found to be more effective. GA and particle swarm analysis (PSO) has been used by Wolf et al. [48]
to optimize substrate feed for agricultural and industrial biogas plants with ADM1.
Methane production has been optimized with GA [49], in a study which also defined the optimal
operational conditions for best results. The biogas was used for an internal combustion engine where
the model was used to optimize the use of biogas for such applications. To enhance biogas quality and
fertilizer value of slurry, an ANN–GA model was developed by Barik and Murugan [50], which found
the optimal combination of cattle dung and Karanja seeds, giving a biogas yield of 89.8% with 73%
methane content.
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) eﬄuent prediction for anaerobic treatment of cheese dairy
wastewater was done by model development by backpropagation neural network (BPNN) and feature
selection by GA, which proved the use of GA in reducing the computation time for BPNN by reducing
the influential parameters [51].
Tackling multi-objective optimization problems is a major advantage of GA. A model for
optimization of biomethane was developed [52], considering three conflicting objectives such as
biomethane production, green energy maximization, and energy minimization. Non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA II) produced a pareto-optimal surface, revealing a good trade-off
between the objectives.
GA has good exploration, can work in parallel due to the presence of multiple chromosomes,
and can handle discontinuous data, as the function is not derivative or gradient-free. However, while
using GA, the choice of parameters such as population size, rate of mutation, and crossover is crucial
to preventing problems of convergence and unproductive results. Mutation, even though it helps in
finding the global optima, can increase the time taken for convergence. As GA keeps a population
of solutions rather than one, the computational time taken for each iteration is long compared to the
more advanced NIC techniques.
3.4. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is basically a search algorithm which simulates animal group behavior such as bird flocking
and fish schooling. The individuals in these swarms cooperate and exchange data about the regions
they have searched. Similarly to GA, a population of random solutions is initialized and optima are
searched by updating generations [53]. These potential solutions are called particles. All these particles
have neighborhood and fitness valves weighed by fitness functions which have to be optimized.
The particles fly through the search domain with a certain velocity, searching for the optimum. The
velocity is proportional to the distance of the particle from the target. Each particle also remembers
two best values. The first is the best solution achieved by the particle so far, which is the local best
(lbest), and the second is the best value attained by any particle in the population, which is the global
best (gbest) [54]. PSO algorithm iteration consists of three steps, which are fitness function evaluation
of each particle, update local and global best fitness and position, and update velocity.
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Unlike GA, PSO maintains the same population from generation to generation, but through
updating of the positions of the particles. The “mutation” operator is not present in PSO but, like GA,
the particles or individuals of the population interact with and influence each other. PSO has been
applied to several areas in engineering both as standard PSO and as variant and hybrid PSOs by
combination with other artificial intelligence techniques like ANN, fuzzy, GA, and ACO. In the field
of anaerobic digestion, optimization of substrate feed for agricultural biogas plants using PSO was
found to give best results compared to other evolutionary methods. The method was stable during
changes in number of parameters [55]. Oﬄine estimation of yield and kinetic coefficients in anaerobic
wastewater treatment by reducing the error between actual measured response and simulated response
has been done using PSO [56], and PSO has been used for parameter estimation in a modified ADM1
model for modeling volatile fatty acids (VFA), showing its advantage in directly seeking the optima in
a multidimensional space without crossover and mutation [57]. Multilayer perceptron neural network
(MLPNN) and PSO were combined [58] to obtain maximum methane percentage in biogas, biogas
quantity, and biogas quality. MLPNN was used for model prediction, giving a regression coefficient as
high as 0.91, providing good prediction of modeled outputs, and PSO used for model optimization
helped in utilization of biogas production at maximum output levels. Assessment of kinetic parameters
under steady and transient states with limited parameters in continuous and batch anaerobic reactors
was done using PSO by Yang et al. [59], which proved the successful application of the algorithm in
non-linear systems.
PSO outperforms conventional algorithms and genetic algorithms for optimization problems;
it requires only simple mathematical operators and thus is less expensive computationally with respect
to memory and speed. However, these algorithms have the disadvantage of premature convergence [47].
Global best or gbest drives the algorithm and, if it is far from the optimum, then the particles may get
trapped in the local optima, leading to premature convergence. At times, the gbest may not even be
the local minima, leading to a problem called stagnation. Partial restart of the process by introducing
new particles in the search space could help solve this problem.
3.5. Firefly Algorithm (FA)
Firefly algorithm was developed in 2008, inspired by the flashing patterns of fireflies in order to
attract other fireflies [60]. The developed algorithm is based mainly on three rules: as all fireflies are
unisex, they are attracted to one another irrespective of their sex; attractiveness is proportional to the
brightness of the fireflies, which decreases with increase in distance between them; the landscape of
the objective function affects the brightness of the firefly. If the brightness is same for all fireflies, they
move randomly.
The main two parameters that define the algorithm are attractiveness and randomization, which
determine the convergence speed [61]. During the first iterations, the firefly locations are distributed
evenly throughout the search domain. As FA proceeds, the local optima are found. The global optima
are obtained by evaluating the best among all the optima. This is an important feature of FA, wherein
both the local and global optima can be found simultaneously.
A study was conducted by Reference [62] to find the most suitable algorithm for clustering, in which
firefly algorithm outweighed other population-based algorithms like particle swarm analysis (PSO)
and artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). To make the comparison, a classification error percentage
(CEP) was used, which is the percentage of incorrect patterns in the total data set. FA showed the least
error with 11.36%, compared to ABC (13.13%) and PSO (15.99%). However, a literature survey showed
no research on FA applied anaerobic digestion modeling and optimization.
Like PSO, firefly algorithm can also get trapped in local minima, which causes problems with
global search; however, it is powerful for local search. Unlike PSO, firefly algorithm’s local optima are
not influenced by global optima, which limits its exploration ability [47].
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3.6. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
Ant colony algorithm uses the principles of the foraging behavior of ant colonies. Ants have
an ability to find the shortest path between food and their colony. This is done through indirect
communication between ants using chemical pheromone trails, which is utilized by the algorithm
to solve optimization problems [63]. Simple ant colony optimization (S-ACO) was developed by
Dorigo and Stutzle [64], in which artificial ants move towards the destination or solution from a source
node by probabilistically choosing the succeeding nodes. Artificial ants do not deposit pheromone
while moving forward towards the destination. During their deterministic backward movement from
the food source to the nest, they memorize the path using explicit memory, retrace it, and deposit
pheromones. The pheromone density is defined by probability distribution, which is subjective to
stronger pheromones deposited by ants in the earlier searches. Two important terms influence the
efficiency of the algorithm, which are pheromone update and pheromone evaporation [65]. Pheromone
update is the increase of pheromone value of a node on the route due to deposition, which increases the
chances of the next ant visiting the node. Pheromone evaporation is a parameter included to increase
the quality of solution by helping the ants forget poor results.
S-ACO was developed for discrete optimization problems. For complex problems like anaerobic
digestion modeling, algorithms capable of handling continuous non-linear variables are required.
A new ACO called continuous ant colony optimization (ACOR) was developed by Reference [66].
The main difference of S-ACO is that instead of probability distribution, a continuous probability
density function (PDF), which can be defined by Gaussian function or any gradient function, is used
so that the algorithm can handle non-linearity. ACOR proceeds by constructing candidate solutions
through PDF over the search space. These candidate solutions are then used to update the PDF in
such a way as to direct the future search towards high quality solutions. ACOR defines pheromone
distribution using a solution archive. Unlike S-ACO, there is an unlimited number of possible solutions
for ACOR [67]. At initialization, the archive is given a “k” set of random solutions. After each iteration,
“m” number of solutions are generated, which are added to the initial archive. From the total “k + m”
solutions, “m” worst solutions are eliminated, and the rest of the “k” solutions are ranked according to
their quality, with the best solution on top.
The non-linear application of ACO was utilized in the research conducted by Satya and
Venkateswarlu [25] to estimate the kinetic and film thickness model parameters that give the best
performance of an anaerobic biofilm reactor. An optimal substrate composition was achieved by
Verdaguer et al. [68] for co-digestion of sewage sludge and agrifood wastes by ACO for combinatorial
or continuous optimization, and the simulation resulted in maximized volume of waste and biogas.
Biogas production was analyzed with regard to biogas flow rate, in which the ADM1 model was used
to produce data [69], ANN was used for process modeling and prediction of flow rate, and ACO was
used for parameter selection for co-digestion of cow manure and grass silage. Parameter selection
was based on pheromone concentration values greater than 0.8, which gave R2 valves close to 0.9
for ANN model, thus proving the ability of ACO in systematic variable reduction and reducing the
computation time.
The main advantage of ACOR is that it can handle a mix of discrete–continuous optimization
problems, and it is an area with very little research. ACO has good global search ability, but as it lacks
a crossover feature, exploitation is limited. Moreover, to suit the problem, the PDF function needs to
be defined by the right gradient function and not always a Gaussian, as a single Gaussian function will
have only one maximum and would be limited if more promising search spaces were present.
4. Conclusions
There are two main points to consider when choosing an algorithm for model development and
optimization. First: Which is the best algorithm for the given problem? Second: Which problems can
be solved with the chosen algorithm? This paper analyzed the existing recent artificial intelligence
techniques, keeping in mind their computational ability, shortcomings, adaptability to work in parallel
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with other algorithms, and processing time. Advantages and disadvantages of the discussed techniques,
as well as their application in the field of anaerobic digestion allowed comparison between them
and assessment of their flexibility in handling complex processes. Nature-inspired algorithms are
a preferred area of computing, as anaerobic digestion deals with large number of variables and
has non-linearity, and traditional modeling techniques cannot handle such diversity. Optimizing
anaerobic digestion processes is a non-linear problem which is not based on a single guaranteed
optimum. A set of solutions is desired rather than a single output, as we deal with multiple objectives
such as high-quality biogas, good digestate properties, good eﬄuent quality, and low energy. There
are several nature-inspired techniques available in the literature; however, this paper focused on
selected techniques relevant for anaerobic digestion modeling. Modeling of anaerobic digestion of
sewage sludge using the above techniques to produce bio-resource energy is the ultimate goal of our
future research.
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